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We want companies domestically and internationally to know that it makes good business sense to
a part of the Cambridge business community. As competition for high-tech, biotech and life sciences
companies continues to be aggressive among US cities, states as well as on the international front,
we do not take our position as a leader in the high-tech,  biotech and the life sciences for granted. 
Technical companies have clustered here because of a combination of resources which include
outstanding educational and research institutions such as Harvard, MIT, the Whitehead Institute and
the Broad Institute. These institutions groom some of the most creative thinkers in the world.
Another important ingredient in our community is the proximity to outstanding health care facilities
such as MGH, Brigham & Women's  Hospital and the Boston Medical Center which are just on the
other side of the Charles River. We are also happy to have high-tech companies such as Akamai,
Google and Microsoft as part of our business landscape. 
In Cambridge, there are large numbers of science professionals working in close proximity, sharing
innovative ways of looking at the world of health care and science in general. CEOs who have
decided to locate here tell us that they made their decision based, in large part, on the talent pool
that exists in Cambridge. Many companies realize that if they want to attract top-notch talent, they
must be in a location where people want to reside and Cambridge is an exciting place to live. 
We have also provided clear, straight-forward regulatory requirements for companies wishing to do
business here. This comes with direct access to city manager and department heads should
problems arise. As companies begin to establish themselves, they look for unambiguous rules and
regulations and city professionals with a thorough knowledge of what can and cannot be done within
reasonable time frames. 
We also provide workforce development training for Cambridge residents who are interested in
working in biotech firms and health care institutions. This training is contracted through local
non-profits,  creating an easy synergy that makes locating all types of firms here cost-effective. 
This community is known, and rightly so, for innovation and creativity. We have encouraged small,
flexible, affordable spaces that help new firms get started. The Cambridge Innovation Center is a
prime example of a location where businesses can start with as little as one person, a desk, a
telephone and a new idea. As the company grows, it may choose to remain at the center or locate
elsewhere. Many companies tend to stay in the Kendall Sq. area, which has 130 to 140 life sciences
companies as well as many high-tech firms.
In addition to providing a friendly climate for sciences-based companies, Cambridge puts great
emphasis on programs that support small, independent retail establishments which serve the
residents and  workers in the various commercial districts. Cambridge has some of the most unique
retail stores and some of best restaurants in the metro area. 
 Estella Johnson is the director of the Cambridge Economic Development Division.
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